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Executive
summary
If sales data is any indication, reports about Siri, Alexa, and Google Home
eavesdropping on conversations have not deterred the average consumer from
welcoming these “smart speakers” into their homes.
Humans apparently are willing to accept small privacy trade-offs in exchange for
a seemingly magical ability to verbalise a request — for everything from news and
weather reports to laundry detergent — and have it automatically fulfilled without
missing a beat.
The future is here.
In general, our lives have become so complex and technology centered, consumers
are seeking transactions and user experiences that provide as few friction points
as possible. Smart speakers are part of this trend. Brands all over the world —
including those in the news media industry — are determined to make audience and
advertising wins with this new invitation into the home.
Why wouldn’t media companies embrace this technology? Talking directly to your
audience in their homes is the best case scenario for anyone marketing anything.
Furthermore, voice technology easily becomes a seamless part of consumers’ dayto-day lives and habits because it can be used simultaneously while doing other
things.
As usual with new technology, the world’s largest news media companies are
exploring this platform beyond the basic podcast. They are experimenting,
determining what the underlying technology can do for them, what audiences want
— and what advertisers might pay for.
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The lead author in this report, Robert Loewenthal, comes from the technology
side of this platform, having spent several years in radio before founding Sydney,
Australia-based Whooshkaa, an on-demand audio content management system
(CMS). In this strategic report, he shares experiences working closely with large-scale
Australian publishers and media companies, including News Corp Australia.
Loewenthal expects audio technology to transform radio, news media, and many
other industries. His key takeaways include:
●

Companies will continue to embrace voice tech because it creates a direct
connection with audiences in their homes. Increasing use of AI (Artificial
Intelligence) to remove the need for human intervention makes it even better.

●

As is often the case, news media companies are in a prime position to benefit
from the audio trend because they have so much content.

●

More than 150 million smart speakers have been sold worldwide. Many homes
have more than one. Growth is predicted to increase by 130% by 2022.

●

Audio technology is a road to younger audiences. Research shows younger
consumers listen to podcasts more than the radio (although age doesn’t seem
to determine who owns a smart speaker).

●

Audiences with smart speakers use their smartphones less, read newspapers
and magazines less frequently, listen to less radio, and watch less TV.

In addition to Robert’s findings and thoughts from working with News Corp Australia,
INMA also talked with executives at five news media companies around the world:
The New York Times, Financial Times, El País, NWZ Media, and De Standaard.
Key takeaways from those conversations:
●

The time to make money from audio advertising is limited — and this is it.
Like digital news, audio eventually will become an audience-based business
model.

●

Audio is everything video hasn’t been for the media industry: cheap, easy for
journalists to grasp, easily fit into the consumer’s life at so many points.

We also asked Alexa what she thought about the future of her relationship with news
media companies: “Hmmm. I’m not sure,” was her answer. Perhaps she should listen
to this report.
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Introduction

“Voice technology” or “audio technology” — whichever you prefer to call it — is
the future. In 2019, it will transform radio and the news media industry (and many
other industries). As research proves, the delivery of content has to be increasingly
efficient, hands free, eyes free, user friendly, and engaging.
In other words, it has to be audio.
As CEO of Macquarie Radio Network from 2011 to 2014 (and chief operating officer
for four-and-a-half years prior to that), I managed a network of talk radio stations
and affiliates across Australia. During this time, I noticed solid growth in podcast
consumption but a lack of technology to support demands of this emerging
medium.
Now I am founder of Whooshkaa, a full-service, audio on-demand company. Our
audio CMS platform helps publishers, broadcasters, podcasters, and brands reach
their audiences in a way that works for everyone. They are enabled to manage
content with our editing, distribution, media library, ad campaign management, and
AI tools.
We work with top-tier publishers, sporting bodies, and Australia’s biggest
telecommunications companies — opening up a whole new world of possibilities
by combining Text To Speech (TTS) functionality with their established delivery
methods.
In 2017, Amazon Web Services (AWS) selected Whooshkaa as one of 100 global startups to participate in its Connections programme. We flew to Seattle and met some
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of the company’s largest enterprise clients, including Netflix, Hearst, and Comcast.
We learned how potential clients were thinking about audio and voice technology.
Recently at the AWS re:Invent conference, I presented about our use of AI and
unveiled a new concept: dynamic content insertion, which integrates Atlassian’s Jira
tool (so developers receive workflow updates) inside a piece of audio with ID3 tags.
These events have helped the company form a broader view about audio
technology, so we are now not limited to the podcast industry (and news media
companies shouldn’t be either). The platform has been adapted to cater for
audiobooks, dynamic content insertion, editing, and skill building.
For years, people have absorbed most information through the written word,
whether in print or on screens. We read newspapers online, check sports scores and
weather on our smartphones, follow printed recipes, and enjoy reading books and
magazines. But traditional information providers are finding that today’s consumers
expect more delivery options. With TTS, companies have the ability to speak to
audiences in any of 54 voices and 27 languages.
“Smart speakers are becoming mainstream,” wrote Xavier van Leeuwe, director of
consumer marketing at TMG Media in The Netherlands and co-author of How to
Succeed in the Relationship Economy, in his newsletter Change Media For Good. “Is
this a real breakthrough we [publishers] should jump onto? Or is it more like Apple
Watch? A nice gadget, but we can ignore it. Well, it seems much more than that.”
At the moment, for news media companies, audio is a content discussion more than
an advertising discussion. Publishers aren’t making money with voice technology —
yet. However, the smart publishers are building out voice capabilities and skills while
developing conversations with audiences and building audience loyalty to their skills.
These publishers are building assets that will lead to future revenue streams when
dynamic content or ads are inserted into the responses generated for voice-enabled
devices.
Audio also creates good branding and marketing opportunities for publishers. Brands
can talk directly to consumers in their homes. Brands are keen to provide consumers
with information or answers to questions via voice — and ultimately it should be
possible for this technology to answer any question consumers might dream up.
The main purpose of voice technology should be to inform/educate, entertain,
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persuade, sell, motivate, and/or inspire. Connected home devices provide brands
with opportunities to lever these emotions directly with consumers.
And this is key: Brands can do all of this with no human intervention.
If someone wants a piece of information, it can be available to them in voice in real
time. AI TTS technology allows a company to develop a voice that suits their brand.
Then they can build answers to thousands of questions to be dynamically prepared
for the consumer who is asking the question.
For media companies, this can be as simple as making your great content available
anywhere, anytime. But the content also needs to be dynamic. For example,
Whooshkaa developed a quiz competition module to be used by radio stations,
brands, and educators. They can upload questions, then convert them to audio. The
answers are multiple choice. Now the audience has a new way of interacting with
their favourite host, or the class has a new way of doing homework.
Sounds expensive? It isn’t. News media companies say in-house solutions are very
affordable, as are third-party vendors. Whooshkaa technology, for example, is a
simple monthly license fee, averaging US$850 per month.
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CHAPTER 1

Audiences crave
more audio — and
advertisers are
hungry for it, too
The rapid adoption of audio-enabled smart devices provides significant opportunity
for broadcasters and brands alike to connect with audiences.
Sebastian Tomich, global head of advertising and marketing solutions at The New
York Times, calls this an audio explosion: “The audio podcast is super en vogue in
the industry right now. There are a lot of reasons. No. 1, the use case is much clearer
than with a lot of other digital multi-media. Compare it to digital video. Outside of
sports news and scripted video, I think the use case [for digital video] is still unclear
to a lot of people. It’s not an easy product to use. It’s unclear how it fits in people’s
lives outside of random perusing. When are you going to just binge on a bunch of
short-term video?”
Audio is exactly the opposite, Tomich said. “The use case is pretty clear. It fits into
any area of life: You can listen during your commute. It’s very easy to play it while
you work. The consumer use case … extends to a lot of media companies. Because
of that, it’s also linear, which is really good for advertising. You can put in what I’d call
‘disruptive advertising’ that works. Linear advertising has always worked really well,
and it works really well in audio because you’re forced to listen to it.”
You have the audience and effective advertising. Given today’s uncertain business
environment for media companies, as Tomich describes it, this is an incredibly
appealing opportunity that has every media company thinking about how audio fits
into their future.
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A. The audience research
As of January 2019, Amazon reported it had sold more than 100 million devices with
Alexa on them. At the end of 2018, Google reported more than 52 million Google
Home devices had been sold worldwide, and in January 2019 the company said it
was poised to double the number of devices available with Google Assistant. And
they aren’t the only players — just the ones with the largest piece of the voice tech
pie right now (see page 12 for more on how this might be a problem for publishers).
IDC (International Data Corporation) and Statistica predict smart speakers will
continue to grow worldwide from 99.8 million in 2018 to 230.5 million in 2022.
Among those smart speaker owners, TMG Media’s van Leeuwe reported:

●

Almost 33% own more than one smart speaker.

●

45% are listening to less radio.

●

38% are using their smartphone less.

●

32% are reading fewer magazines and newspapers.

●

29% are watching less TV.

According to Accenture, smart speaker ownership in Australia was predicted to hit
23% by the end of 2018. The Smart Audio Report, released in 2018 from Edison
Research and NPR, showcases the rapid rise of smart speakers in our everyday lives:
●

43 million Americans owned a smart speaker at the time of the report.

●

81% of smart speaker owners are open to skills and features created by brands
on smart speakers.

●

22% of users like brands that create skills/features, stronger than any brand
activity on TV, radio, and podcasts.

●

Age doesn’t seem to dictate ownership.

●

54% of smart speaker owners are women.

“In homes that have had smart speakers for at least a year, they are now the No.
1 device for consuming audio,” said Tom Webster, senior vice president of Edison
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Research. This has profound ramifications for anyone in media and advertising. For
millions of Americans, smart speakers are truly the new radio.”
NPR’s Chief Marketing Officer Meg Goldthwaite summed up results of The Smart
Audio Report this way: “Voice-activated tools have become part of our daily lives and
are bringing dramatic changes to consumer behaviour. As the research shows, smart
speaker owners are turning off their TVs and closing down their laptops to spend
more time listening to news, music, podcasts, and books — fueling the demand for
more audio content.”

B. The opportunity
In-home radios will gradually be replaced by smart speakers and the connected
home — and that is how people will listen to most of their favourite content,
including radio programmes.
It’s true, not many publishers are making products tailored to smart speakers yet. And
at this stage, the scant data showing what people listen to indicates mostly music.
However, on-demand audio has seen some of the most rapid change in recent
times. Voice technology has allowed for innovation to exceed what was once
considered science fiction in books and movies. And this is rapidly changing how we
are consuming audio content.
As consumers realise how fast and convenient it is to simply say a command, rather
than clicking and typing it, they are quick to adopt this technology — whether short
form, such as Alexa Audio and Video Flash Briefings and Google Home news, or long
form, such as podcasts and live radio streams.
This technology also provides viewers/listeners with more choice and freedom to
demand content anywhere while simultaneously doing almost anything. This has led
to broader distribution of niche content via platforms that allow for production and
distribution (e.g. YouTube, blogging, podcasts).
Smart speakers “may be the breakthrough for podcasts,” TMG Media’s van Leeuwe
said. “For years, the growth of podcasts has been steady, but without a true
breakthrough moment. The theory has long been that one of the things holding
podcasts back has been the relatively fussy need to have a podcast app on your
phone or laptop or car, and then find or ‘discover’ good shows worth your time.”
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The Smart Audio Report found 75% of smart speaker owners who listen to podcasts
do so directly from their speakers. The speakers take away the friction point. And
today’s media audience loves that.
Will voice and smart speakers kill the radio star? Maybe. But more likely, they will just
put the star on a different platform — and expand the potential audience.
More than 90% of Australian homes have access to a radio, but it only plays live
content that’s boomed out from a transmitter to a small geographic region.
Connected home devices like Echo, Google Home, and Home Pod are inexpensive
and allow consumers to play linear live radio — not to mention podcasts, recipes,
any music/playlist on demand, and control your garage door — from almost
anywhere in the world.
For anyone with an Internet connection, smart speakers open up a world of new and
old content that can now be voice-enabled, regardless of its original format.

C. The Google danger
Google announced in late 2018 it was working on an audio news service for smart
speaker audiences. Michael Miller, executive chairman at Sydney-based News Corp
Australia, feels strongly this should alarm news media companies.
“Not a lot has been written about Google’s plans to change the way we listen to
news, but I believe it is time for media publishers to start taking notice and to take a
stand,” Miller said.
A Google announcement shows it plans to “revolutionise” how news is consumed
on devices. Publishers are being asked to break down podcasts, audio news
briefings, and radio broadcasts into “single topic stories” that Google’s algorithm can
reorganise into a personalised news feed for individual users based on their interests.
“That may sound innocuous at first,” Miller said. “But in reality, it’s a way for Google
to drive consumers from publishers’ Web sites and radio stations — and keep them in
the Google ecosystem. In other words, Google intends to profit off the creativity and
industry of journalists and media businesses without paying for the privilege.”
The most worrisome facet of Google’s plan, Miller said, is news media companies
giving away their content for no benefit he can see.
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CHAPTER 2

Case studies in
audio innovation
“Internet history is repeating itself. For years, Google has used its dominance to push
publishers to provide news articles for free or risk demotion in search. Will publishers
now be forced to give Google audio for free if they want to appear in search?”
Since radio’s early days, the successful radio stations always had the best hosts,
content, and production values in their markets.
This has not changed. Content is still king, and it’s still the key ingredient for success
in any medium. Without its original productions, like Stranger Things, House of
Cards, and Ozark, Netflix would be nothing more than a movie library.
Despite the high value of original content, few traditional news media companies
are taking advantage of the real potential of voice. Why? Because they are fixated
on a short-term revenue model, concerned with short-term revenue goals, and not
interested in building an asset or starting a conversation with their audience that
might take a year or two before generating decent revenue.
Yet, many are producing podcasts and some are incredibly successful, such as
The Daily podcast by The New York Times and The Teacher’s Pet, an investigative
journalism podcast by Hedley Thomas at The Australian.
The technology behind this audio explosion is complex but worth the investment for
many companies — especially news media companies that already generate original
content.
Clients that generate significant amounts of rich content use the AI-powered
platforms to convert the content to audio, then distribute, analyse, and
commercialise it.
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For example, in addition to working with News Corp Australia’s The Australian,
Whooshkaa works with Telstra (the country’s largest telecommunications company)
and the Australian Football League (AFL) to deliver live sport results. A user can follow
their favourite AFL team conveniently through any connected smart speaker. Users
simply ask the device for the current score.
To make this happen, the development team created an RSS feed that is updated
every two minutes with the latest results. To trigger a crawl of AFL’s API, which
contains this data, a simple AWS Lambda function calls the API, which in turn fetches
the data, parses it, converts the text to speech, then publishes the newly created RSS
feed to Amazon’s S3 cloud storage service — and then to the smart speaker.
All of this is powered by AI-driven cloud audio technology. It combines pre-recorded
audio and text content with data points to publish a stream of personalised audio,
delivered in real time to listeners.
Users can now save time when creating audio. They also can dynamically replace
or complement previously recorded segments that are no longer relevant to the
particular listener. The best part is that the decision to replace — or which content
to replace with — can be made in real time, depending on the listener profile at the
point of listening. From playing the right ad for the listener to inserting the relevant
finance, weather, or traffic report, it is seamlessly placed at the right point without
any interruption to the listening experience.
All of this boils down to one key message for the news media industry: Right now,
your media company is faced with a once-in-a-lifetime chance to build a direct
relationship with your audience. And if you don’t do it, someone else will.
Not sure where to start? This chapter offers a deeper look at six news media
companies around the world doing great work with audio.

A. News Corp Australia/The Australian/The Daily Telegraph
In 2017, Whooshkaa gave a voice to The Australian, the country’s premier national
newspaper. The Australian wanted to make its top 10 news stories of the day
available to readers in audio. The requirements were to update the audio five times
per day as a podcast episode.
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This became a reality after tight collaboration with publishers to bridge the gap
between traditional media and the big force of audio on-demand and podcasting.
Whooshkaa’s TTS will read aloud newspaper stories, recipes, or sports scores to
podcast subscribers while they drive, exercise, or otherwise keep their hands and
eyes busy. Integration with Amazon’s Polly made it fairly easy to implement.
There are obvious similarities with the AFL integration (previously described) with one
exception: instead of generating an RSS feed, the episode is published to a specific
show on The Australian’s podcast account with Whooshkaa. This also makes the
episode immediately available on iTunes, Pocket Casts, or any other podcast player.
News Corp Australia has used Whooshkaa’s podcast hosting CMS for a couple of
years. In May 2017, the company launched a tool for The Australian that plugs into
its media content API. It reviews the top 10 stories at any point in the day, grabs
the first paragraph from each, then stitches the content together and converts to a
customisable audio file, which is available as a podcast or a news flash briefing on
Google Home or Alexa. The audio file can be in 28 languages, including Mandarin,
using up to 56 accents. Other options include changing the pitch, frequency, tone,
and timbre of the voice — and even adding breath marks.
Whooshkaa also built a live audio player for The Daily Telegraph, which broadcasts
regular news reports and live breaking stories.

The Daily/Sunday Telegraph offers news and breaking stories via its live audio player. The Australian started its
audio strategy in 2017 with audio news stories of the day.
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These are all examples of a news media company making content work harder on a
new platform with no real human labour required.

B. The New York Times
Not surprisingly, The New York Times is way ahead of the curve on “sound,” which
is how the company refers to its three buckets of audio content. Sebastian Tomich,
global head of advertising and marketing solutions at The New York Times, told INMA
his company has already fully integrated sound into its advertising departments.
The star of sound content at The New York Times is its wildly popular The Daily,
which launched in 2017. This 20+ minute daily news podcast and radio show,
hosted by political journalist Michael Barbaro, is generally based on the day’s biggest
headline. In the beginning, BMW started as the sole partner for The Daily.

The Daily podcast brings in in eight-figure revenues for The New York Times.

“We promised them like 750,000 downloads and delivered like 30 million,” Tomich
said. “They were pretty happy with that programme. No one could’ve predicted the
massive success The Daily would’ve become. It’s the focus point of our ad offer and
a very sizeable eight-figure business for us.”
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Other sound initiatives are ad-sponsored
podcasts, stand-alone podcasts that are
part of its T Brand Studio, Alexa-pushed
content, and initiatives like an audio zine
that layered audio content into print and
digital journalism.
In the coming year or two, Tomich said,
The New York Times plans to build on
the success of The Daily, launching
combinations of new shows but also
limited-run series that can use The Daily
for promotion.
The company also announced in January
it was releasing five new Alexa voice skills,
as Amazon calls each capability (Google
calls them “actions”): a daily flash briefing,
an interactive news quiz, and enhanced
coverage of its Sunday newspaper. The
New York Times has also made a point
to provide audiences with step-by-

The Daily was an unexpectedly popular and

step instructions, explaining how to cue

lucrative hit for The New York Times, which

up its voice-enabled content since many
consumers only know how to give simple

makes sure its audience can easily use the audio
technology.

commands to their smart speakers.
Tomich takes issue with the snarky tweets about how the media company is
“doubling down on voice.” This is merely an experiment, he said — and quite a
profitable one. “By no means are we saying, ‘Here’s our set of voice products.’ It’s
really an opportunity to test and learn. No one can ever explain to me the downside.
Innovation shows readers what’s possible in the future. We test our new stuff and
make money alongside it. Only upsides.”
The Times has two audio teams with 10-20 people each — one in the newsroom,
one on the commercial side — and plans two or three more sound launches this
year. These cross-functional teams work on projects in audience and advertising.
Their one major hire has been a voice editor. A couple of sound producers from the
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T Brand Studio also work with the product team on production.
The goal of all of this, according to Tomich: “Great content that people are willing to
come to us for and are willing to pay for.”

C. Financial Times
Financial Times, based in the United
Kingdom, has produced podcasts for
many years, but has seen huge growth
in listenership in the last 18 months. For
example, FT News in Focus, which looks
at one topic in depth each morning, has
more than doubled its audience since the
beginning of 2017. It is FT’s most successful
audio product with one million listeners per
month; 15% of those listens come in from
Google Home devices.
“Our very first venture into audio services
was with our text-to-audio function, which
has allowed us to engage with our readers
in a new way,” said Alastair Mackie, head of
audio for commercial at the FT.
The initiative has grown since then into
a full-time audio team consisting of one
producer in London and two in New York.
The New York team is led by Aimee Keane,
multi-media producer and journalist,
who works primarily on FT News Briefing

Financial Times launched its FT News Briefing

and FT’s Behind the Money podcast, which

in October of 2018. The audio feature is a short,

launched in 2018. The audio team also has
wider editorial, commercial, and product

daily synopsis of global news offered each
morning.

team support.
In mid-October of 2018, the team debuted its FT News Briefing, a daily news offering
optimised for audio, specifically for smart speakers/assistants. The show is recorded
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in the evening in New York to be ready for readers at 5:00 a.m./6:00 a.m. London
time the next day. The FT also produced an interactive documentary, “FT Hidden
Cities Berlin,” in partnership with Google and available solely on the Google Assistant.
“The FT Weekend Hidden Cities venture with Google was unlike any other previously
undertaken by the FT, or even by Google for that matter,” Mackie said. “We wanted to
present Financial Times content in an innovative and engaging way that reflected our
position as a ‘digital first’ media organisation.

Once set up on their devices, listeners can ask Alexa, for example, “What’s the news?” and hear the FT News
Briefing or listen to it as a specific podcast later..

“This project will help to inform how we move forward in the future. We can collect
data around actions like how long people listen, whether they want to listen to an
hour or 90 minutes, or whether they want to dive in and out. This will vary depending
on what platform they are listening on. We can use that data to make our offerings
even better and more in tune with what we know our listeners want.”
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While the majority of those listening in on audio products from the FT are not
subscribers, the ROI still works because of the opportunity factor, Mackie said.
“We believe over 60% of listeners to FT audio are non-subscribers, which provides
us with an amazing opportunity for our business,” Mackie said. “We have been
experimenting with promotional offers since the summer and have generated a
number of new subscriptions directly attributable to ads on FT podcasts. Also, 60%
of our listeners are Millennials, younger than the average FT.com and FT reader, so
we are reaching an audience that has been a challenge for us to connect with in the
past — a really good opportunity for us.
“This is also a huge advertising growth opportunity for us. We’ve already established
partnerships with brands such as Equinor, CitiGold Wealth Management, NatWest,
Credit Suisse. Additionally, we are working closely with Acast to drive advertising
revenue and further opportunities.”
What’s ahead for this year? Mackie wasn’t specific but offered this: “We’re definitely
interested in continuing to explore the realm of podcasts and audio guides — both
as a tool to attract new audiences who might be unfamiliar with the FT and our
journalism, and also to engage existing subscribers further with our content.”

D. NWZ Media
“The reach of Alexa services is only just developing,” explained Marc Del Din, head
of online business at Germany’s NWZ Media. “For us, this is more a playing field to
be involved early in the development of language assistants. On the other hand, the
service of having the newspaper read to you is, of course, important for people with
bad eyes or blind humans. At this point, reach is not the ultimate goal.”
NWZ doesn’t have an audio team. The current NWZonline Alexa skill (detailed below)
is updated two to three times a day by the online editorial team from the newsroom.
All other Alexa services are built by Del Din and a small product team.
“These skills are fully automated,” Del Din said. “Our product team takes care of all
online presences, portals, and apps. In this way, we can ensure that the editorial
staff can concentrate totally on journalistic work and does not have to worry about
product or technology.”
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Nordwest Zeitung has offered the
ability to listen to top news through
Alexa since April 2017. Over time,
further applications were added,
covering a wide range of topics.
They currently have four (available
exclusively for Alexa because the
development of an Alexa app is
relatively simple). Three of them
are so-called flash briefing skills,
which require virtually no interaction
between the user and the voice
assistant, and are intended to provide
a message overview for the user.
After activation, the skills are played one

NZW began offering audio content via Amazon Alexa in
early 2017 and now offers four applications.

after the other in an order determined
by the user.
NWZonline also launched an Alexa skill in April 2017. Initially, the first five articles of
NWZonline.de were read out in their entirety. But the articles were much too long,
were not prepared correctly (wrong pronunciation, incomprehensible quotations),
and were somewhat uninteresting for a news summary.

After a few tweaks, audience usage for its NWZonline’s audio offerings has trended up.
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Since December 2017, editorial staff has been writing news for this skill and updating
it at least three times a day. A separate backend system was built for this purpose, in
which the feed for the skill is automatically compiled. At that time, after promoting
the skill via a teaser video on Facebook and articles in print and online, approximately
300 to 350 users were using it approximately 1,000 times a week. Usage has since
increased (without any further marketing measures) to more than 500 users up to
1,800 times a week. Around 50% use it between 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.
Del Din shared some specific ways the various entities within NWZ Media are using
audio technology so far:
●

Youth news: In July 2017, NWZ Media launched a flash briefing skill aimed at
younger users that features current news and educational articles. Currently,
75 to 80 users have the youth news read to them up to 200 times a week
(with a slight upward trend).

●

Traffic reports: This skill was added in March 2018 and reads all current
traffic news from the distribution area of the Nordwest Zeitung. Feeds are
automatically delivered in real time. This skill, too, has seen a significant
increase in usage figures in recent months with 80-90 users up to 250 times a
week.

●

NWZ audio newspaper: Launched in December 2018, NWZ subscribers
(authentication is required) can use an Alexa skill to request all articles and
obituaries published within the last 30 days in all seven regional editions of
the Nordwest Zeitung. Only a handful of newspapers in Germany currently
offer this service. This custom skill requires more interaction between the user
and the voice assistant, and is more complex to develop. The skill also can be
personalised, the speech speed (slow/normal/fast) can be set, the department
can be set, and the skill can remember the last article read aloud (starting up
again where it left off). The introduction of this skill was accompanied by a
special subscription offer. It currently has about 50 users every week listening
to about 1,500 articles. There are some loyal users who have up to 40 articles
read to them at a time from various resorts. The large number of obituaries
requested (approximately 15% of all requests) is revealing.
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E. De Standaard
De Standaard in Belgium currently offers two weekly podcasts: Bits & Atomen
(translation: Bits & Atoms) about science and technology and Machtwacht
(translation: Powerguard) about international and national politics.
“They are two verticals which are closely related to the news brand and evident spinoffs of De Standaard,” explained Emmanuel Naert, brand manager at De Standaard.
“We are planning starting on March 10 to have a daily podcast during the working
week on different topics.”
De Standaard also offers a podcast from its business-to-business marketing team for
advertisers called Afrit 10 (translation: Exit 10) named for the highway exit that leads
to the company’s building. Each month, a new podcast covers a different topic on
advertising and puts a player in the game (an advertiser, agency, editor) in front of
the microphone.

Research shows audio content like podcasts allow news media companies to reach an audience that currently
isn’t engaged with them — and that younger audience segments prefer podcasts to radio content.
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“To have the daily podcast
up and running, we are
recruiting five people:
producers, researchers,
and hosts of their
programmes,” Naert said.
“The podcasts will surely
also involve the newsroom,
as most of the stories
will start from an article
and end up in a podcast.
The new recruits will be
working in the newsroom,
and their audio chief will also

De Standaard has two weekly podcasts and will offer a third, which
will be daily, starting in March.

be participating at morning
meetings to hear the most important stories the journalists are working on. He will
make the selection of which story might be suitable for a podcast.”
Naert said audio is important for news media companies for three reasons:
1.

“We think that podcasts are a medium that permits us to reach out to readers
of a younger age that are looking for information of quality but not necessarily
in writing. This format is complementary to the current offer and adds a
complementary target audience.” Indeed, research from the Reuters Institute
Digital News Report 2018 shows 18- to 24-year-olds, 25- to 34-year-olds,
and 35- to 44-year-olds listen to more podcasts than radio news segments.

2. Presenting journalism in this format features an important novelty: “You can
consume it while doing something else. From now on, you can listen to De
Standaard while jogging, cooking, ironing, or working. If you are commuting
in your car on on the train, you’re free to catch up on your favourite podcasts.
This might add time spent on our media, as you’re spending more time with
us on occasions where De Standaard traditionally didn’t have the opportunity
to break in.”
3. It is inherent to news media to show its innovative potential to its audience.
“If journalism is proposed in a new and fashionable manner, we are convinced
that readers will keep coming back.”
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F. El País
Six months ago, Amazon reached out to El País in Spain. Since that time, everything
has changed at the news media company in regards to its audio game.
Smart speakers didn’t
come to Spain until
2018, so the timing
makes sense, explained
Carlos de Vega
Gonzales, deputy editor
of El País. Many Alexa
devices were delivered
to families throughout
Spain this past
Christmas, so the market
is ripe for news media
companies and others
to reach audiences in
ways they hadn’t before.

Audio technology came late to Spain, so Spanish news media
companies like El País are just getting into the game.

El País started with news alerts every morning at 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., the latter
including a video for Alexa devices with small screens. Other audio products include:
●

A daily podcast with Iñaki Gabilondo, a well-known Spanish investigative
journalist. The morning podcast features Gabilondo analysing the political
situation in Spain. The piece actually starts as a video, and staff pulls it into an
audio for smart speakers.

●

Las noticias de El País (translation: The News of El País), which dives deeply
into one topic for this weekend podcast. For example, the first weekend in
February, that topic was the Super Bowl, the American professional football
championship.

●

Qué? (translation: What?), weekly podcast, is a partnership with staff of the
English version of El País. “Two people from the team explain the Spanish
news for the English audience,” Gonzalez said. “It’s funny because they are
funny.”
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Six months in, this is going surprisingly well, he said.
“We are making money, and that’s been very surprising because we’ve been working
in video for the last five years, and it’s very difficult to get money for video. During
this six months working on audio, even without having a commercial team working
on the programme, we already have two or three companies that want to sponsor
our content.”
Jeep sponsors the morning news bulletins after coming to El País asking to do so.
The journalist giving the news bulletin mentions that the segment is sponsored by
Jeep, then a Jeep commercial follows the three- to four-minute segment.
“We think it is a very positive thing that we didn’t ask for it; they came to us,”
Gonzalez said. “They are happy, and there could be more brands interested in the
future. We think it’s a green light for us to keep doing this.”
Unlike video, audio is quite economical, El País has found. Also, journalists often
don’t want to be on camera and struggle with the technology. Voice is different.

One of El País most popular podcasts features political analysis with Iñaki Gabilondo, a well-known Spanish
investigative journalist.
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El País’ team has two audio journalists in the audio/visual department. Once part
of the video team, they are 100% dedicated to audio now. And the news media
company is planning a bigger space for the soon-to-be-growing team.
As more publishers release more audio products, an interesting question for every
news media company will be: Which news source does Alexa read to a consumer?
In Spain, it’s El País, mostly because it started doing the daily news bulletin before
anyone else, and it’s offered every day.
Gonzalez said he is sold on audio for four reasons:
1.

Audience: “It’s a good way to approach a new audience. It’s another way to
distribute the content.”

2. Pay model: “In Spain, we don’t have paywalls. We don’t have subscribers
to the newspaper. Everything is free. That’s going to change in the coming
months. Next year, every big news outlet is going to have a subscription
model, offering premium content. Audio products could be premium content
that you only have for your subscribers.”
3. Price: “It’s very cheap to make good content. You have the talent in the
newsrooms. They are used to writing, so audio could be a very good way to
explore that talent.
4. Advertising: “It’s much cheaper than video. It seems to us that home devices
are going to become more and more popular and many products are going to
come to customers that way.”
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CHAPTER 3

Predictions for
audio technology
Sebastian Tomich of The New York Times predicts a lucrative advertising market for
audio for the next couple of years. The Times will focus on creating audio hits like
The Daily — creating not the most products, but the type of products only The Times
can do. Hits like that that draw big, loyal audiences and then the company plans to
monetise that.
“My gut is you’re going to get more audio than people have enough time to listen to
over the next year,” Tomich said. “There is a low barrier to entry to create a podcast.
Anyone can create a podcast — not a great one, but one. There is so much product,
so much supply, and I think the demand isn’t necessarily fully there yet … which
sounds a lot like the last few years of digital video. With this explosion of supply and
the platforms — which are seeing the supply and seeing the opportunities — you
are going to create more efficient, more scaled ways for advertisers to work with
publishers. It’s the same thing as digital media. iTunes podcasts likely will go under a
paywall, and media companies relying on free distribution of that will be challenged.”
Overall, we need more audio tools for companies, media, and otherwise. We have
the technology to allow a consumer to say “e-mail me that” while listening to an
article. Eventually, we’ll be able to bookmark things with language. Consider if
someone listens to a lot of audio content that contains, for example, the word “cat.”
There are transcription services picking up keywords in real time, serving that person
a cat food commercial. We are close to being able to do much more of that.
Audio tech capabilities (at Whooshkaa, for example) include:
●

One click podcast publish as an Alexa skill.

●

Text-To-Voice AI.
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●

Voice-To-Text transcription and summary data about the content (this leads to
better search and the ability to serve more relevant content, including ads).

●

Quiz module for use in connected homes.

●

Dynamic content insertion (ads/traffic/weather).

●

Audiobooks module (an author/publisher can now upload a book, build
voices, assign them to paragraphs and generate an AI audiobook, which can
be easily distributed).

●

Supermarket/retail audio (each supermarket in a chain can use Whooshkaa to
insert dynamic content — ads/traffic/weather/in-store promotions — based
on the store location.

That’s just one third-party vendor, but these capabilities are going to be status quo
very soon.
In addition to the explosion of content, Tomich predicts an explosion of voiceenabled devices: “I don’t see a world where this isn’t going to grow,” he said.
And then he hits on something yet to be resolved, something El País discovered by
being the first in Spain: “You realise the implication, having a conversation with these
[devices],” Tomich said. “You ask them a question. When they give you an answer,
they’re not giving you a list of answers. They’re giving you an answer. ‘Tell me more
about the Mueller investigation,’ and you get one answer. That’s obviously incredibly
lucrative for tech companies, but a huge challenge for any brand out there.”
Of course, every news media company isn’t The New York Times. Tomich’s advice
to local/regional/smaller media companies is this: “I would treat this lightly and not
over-invest, knowing that the trajectory of the audio industry is likely going to follow
the same path as digital video and digital media broadly. Rather than do any kind of
seismic shift in your business model of doing a lot more audio, maybe try to figure
out one really unique consumer use case and experiment with that. Really focus on
doing one thing really well. And find great partners.”
Right now, Tomich is having fun with it. And making money for The Times while the
ad model lasts.
“The end result is purely ad-supported media has no future,” Tomich said. “It doesn’t
matter the format. It’s great in the short term. I love love love taking The Daily out to
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market. It’s so fun to have a scarce product. It’s really exciting to sit across from the
advertiser and tell them it’s sold out for the next couple of quarters.”
So take the money where you can, but the end game must be an audio strategy that
audiences pay for.
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusion

Consumer infatuation with Siri and Alexa are changing consumer habits, but they
don’t change the fact that media companies need to focus on great content. This
transition in audience preferences does change the way end viewers/listeners will
consume that content.
News media companies must consider their on-demand strategy for video and
audio, and how they will commercialise the “catch-up” content (when radio stations
podcast a radio show and make it available for people who didn’t tune in to the live
broadcast). They also need to consider producing content purely for the on-demand
or niche audiences.
Smart companies see these changes as opportunities. Slow movers only see
challenges. Great content businesses will find big new audiences. Bad content
businesses will avoid new tech and distribution, and as a result will watch their
audiences decline.
“We cannot afford to turn a blind eye,” TMG Media’s van Leeuwe wrote. “One
question remains: How are we going to monetise? Advertising (sponsoring) is not
great yet on audio. Who knows — maybe we should make the podcasts part of the
(paywalled) subscription content and increase loyalty. Even if listening is free for
now, we cannot afford to miss out.”
One thing is for sure: News media companies need to take live news and sport
seriously. They have the delivery platforms (TV and radio, for example) and
production capability to cover it better than anyone else. People don’t switch on a
podcast to find out about who’s winning the game or the breaking news stories. Live
content means traditional media still has an edge. It will be interesting to see how
serious the tech giants are about buying sporting rights to compete with traditional
platforms.
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Here in Australia, we’ll keep doing what we’re doing, providing the technology and
tools for media companies, independent producers, and brands to serve up high
quality, engaging content to audiences across as many distribution platforms as
possible, including connected home speakers.
So, what’s your audio strategy?
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